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THERMOFLOC – PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

Description THERMOFLOC F - Borate-free, blown-in insulation

Composition Newspaper fibres, additives < 10%

Approvals / certificates ETA-05/0186
natureplus 0107-1301-121-1
EPD-PSG-20150321-IBA1-DE
CE marking

Fire behaviour
(with an installation density of 28 to 60 kg/m³) Class E / d ≥ 40 mm

Fire behaviour 
(with an installation density of 30 to 60 kg/m³) Class B-s2,d0 / d ≥ 100 mm

Resistance to mould growth Class 0

Sound absorption ∝W=1,00 / d ≥ 100 mm

Rated value of thermal conductivity
(with an installation density of 28 to 47 kg/m³) λD(23,50) = 0,037 W/m·K

Rated value of thermal conductivity
(with an installation density of 48 to 60 kg/m³) λD(23,50) = 0,038 W/m·K 

Water vapour diffusion resistance µ ≤ 1,4

Metal corrosion Class CR

Settling SV = 4,4 % / 28 kg/m³
Sd = 0 % / Class SC 0 / 48 kg/m³
SD NPD
Scyc NPD

Water absorption WP = 8 kg/m² / 30 kg/m³
WP = 28 kg/m² / 60 kg/m³

Critical moisture content NPD

Flow resistance ≥ 6,1 kPa·s/m²

Hygroscopic properties NPD

THERMOFLOC BIG BALE
FOR FACTORY INSULATION OF TIMBER FRAME ELEMENTS

For reasons of cost and quality, more and more manufacturers of timber frame elements, (pre-
fabricated) house manufacturers and carpentry companies are taking the decision to have their 
frame elements factory-insulated.

So as not to shut itself off from this market, Peter Seppele Gesellschaft m.b.H. took the deci-
sion to invest in a big bale plant so that in future it will also be able to offer its customers the  
THERMOFLOC cellulose insulating material in big bale form. Combined with the factory filling 
system by x-floc, comprising a blowing panel, big bale conditioner and blowing machine, it 
is possible to factory-insulate timber frame elements optimally according to the processing  
guidelines.

THERMOFLOC is an EPD and natureplus®-certified insulating material which is obtained 
from single-origin paper from newspapers. The product’s high quality is additionally confirmed 
by a European technical approval.
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FACTORY INSTALLATION 
TECHNOLOGY FOR INSU-
LATING TIMBER FRAME 
ELEMENTS

With the modular factory filling sys-
tem, comprising the EP800 blowing 
panel, GBF1050 big bale conditioner 
and EM430 blowing machine, combi-
ned with the THERMOFLOC big bales, 
the frame elements virtually insulate 
themselves.

The high level of automation and 
consistently high processing quality 
optimize staff deployment and give 
the products industrial quality. The 
factory filling system can be adjusted 
to individual customer requirements 
and is therefore easily integrated into 
small companies and fully automated 
production lines alike. 

The industrial factory filling system is 
designed for refits, new equipment and 
integration into existing production 
processes, thus ensuring an optimum 
production cycle without interruptions. 
The system is modular and grows with 
the requirements of the timber cons-
truction company.

ALL ADVANTAGES OF FACTORY 
FILLING AT A GLANCE:

 � Industrial, consistent produc-
tion processes
 �Efficiency due to automation
 �Scalable modular plant tech-
nology
 �Compatibility with different 
blown-in insulating materials
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Blown-in insulation 

Big bale conditioner GBF1050

Blowing machine EM430

Blowing panel EP800
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EM430
BLOWING MACHINE

GBF1050 
BIG BALE CONDITIONER

Consistently high material throughput using tried 
and tested material shredders and powerful, du-
rable turbine technology for air generation make 
the EM430 blowing machine the first choice for 
factory filling. The four rotating crusher shafts 
and two shredder shafts of the two-stage bulking 
machine prepare all loose insulating materials 
optimally for pneumatic conveying and profes-
sional fitting. The large rotary valve conveys the 
material loosened up in this way into the air flow 
of the five-stage high-performance turbine which 
provides the acceleration and transport required 
for the material.

The factory filling system’s controller can of course 
import all functions and parameters of the blowing 
machine that are responsible for a successful 
blowing process.

The GBF1050 big bale conditioner ensures virtu-
ally uninterrupted filling of the blowing machi-
ne with the THERMOFLOC cellulose insulation. 
THERMOFLOC in the form of “big bales” is fed 
into the big bale conditioner using pallet trucks, 
forklifts or conveyor belts. The THERMOFLOC big 
bale is a compressed block of cellulose insulation 
manufactured in line with the requirements of 
the factory filling system. 

The conditioning machine, consisting of 18 milling 
blades, removes the big bale layer by layer and 
conveys the cellulose material, which has already 
been loosened in this way, into the EM430 blowing 
machine combined with the big bale conditioner. 
The intelligent control system and using a large 
number of sensors on the big bale conditioner and 
blowing machine ensures a virtually uninterrupted 
supply of material.
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In the basic version, the EP800 blowing panel has five large injection nozzles and four pneumatically-driven 
material diverters (diameter = 3 inches), which enable material throughputs of up to 1,000 kg/h depending 
on the blown-in insulation used and the desired installation density. The injection nozzles can be adjusted in 
height by several centimetres to achieve an optimum injection pattern for each insulating material used. The 
material diverters can be supplied with the required compressed air in the factory itself or by an air compressor 
integrated into the blowing panel. A high-quality industrial control system “Made in Germany” and the soft-
ware developed by x-floc control the EP800 blowing panel (and the other machines in a factory filling system). 
After positioning the blowing panel on the element which is open on one side, it is only necessary to enter the 
dimensions (length, width, height) and the insulating material used before the blowing process can be started. 
The program used in each case (with the blowing parameters individually set within it) and its signal evaluation 
of the connected measuring sensors ensure that the blowing panel or system is switched off at the right time. 
For archiving purposes and quality verification, all settings and results used during a blowing process (e.g. the 
mass of insulating material introduced into the element) are logged in detail.

The EP800 blowing panel seals off the element, which is open on one side, using a replaceable filter foam cover 
and its own weight to prevent the insulating material from escaping during the blowing process. The sturdy 
steel structure with sheet steel cladding provides the blowing panel with the necessary robustness to ensure the 
reliability required in daily use.

The blowing panel is operated via a wireless tablet computer for maximum flexibility. The five injection nozzles 
can be activated or deactivated individually, enabling expert filling of any element geometry. 

EP800
BLOWING PANEL 

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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Dimensions (L x W x H) approx. 3000 × 900 × 490 mm

Weight approx. 300 kg

Electrical connection cable 230 V / 50 Hz / 10 A

Number of injection nozzles Standard: 5 injection nozzles

Filling process - Vertical filling nozzles (5 pieces)
- Height-adjustable (0 - 6 cm)

Adjustable filling overhang -

Handling Practical handle for manual guidance

Control system Tablet with touch screen and industrial control system

Communication Wireless, alternatively wired

Pneumatic connection External: 6 bar – 8 bar compressed air
Optionally with integrated air compressor

Options Quality assurance with weigh cells 
Handling system 
LAN-to-LAN industrial router

Processing capacity 300 - 1000 kg/h depending on insulating material and application
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THERMOFLOC-Partner:

EN

Peter Seppele Gesellschaft m.b.H.  |  Bahnhofstraße 79  |  A-9710 Feistritz/Drau  |  
Tel.: +43 4245 6201  |  Fax: +43 4245 6336  |  office@thermofloc.com  |  www.thermofloc.com   
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